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Is TBM accidental?
Abbas and Smirnov: Mν can differ greatly from MνTB (within current errors on
the mixing angles) therefore present data on the mixing angles does not
suggest that TBM results from a symmetry (since any symmetry constrains
Mν not the mixing angles)
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gnitudes of the components are so far specified. What matters is
3)-breaking term: if λ > 0 the “isotropic” option !|φ|" ∝ (1, 1, 1) is
VEV is maximally “anisotropic” (i.e. with just one nonzero entry in
wing this approach, in the first stage, triplet flavons φ123 , φ1 and φ3
the above mechanism is used to align the magnitudes of the VEVs
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φ23TBM:
, φ̃23 were introduced [13] and a potenlead to the CSD alignment. Here we show how a small modification
lead to alignment along the direction in Eq.31. We continue to asVs are radiatively driven, but assume the slightly different alignment

+ λ̃1 |φ†1 .φ̃23 |2 + λ1 |φ†1 .φ23 |2 + λ23 |φ̃†23 .φ23 |2 .

(34)

the VEV of φ̃23 is driven to be orthogonal to !φ123 " while λ̃1 > 0
ponent vanish and thus !|φ̃23 |" ∝ (0, 1, 1). In order to obtain the
in Eq.31 we now assume negative λ23 , which tends to align !φ23 "
of !φ̃23 ", and also assume that λ1 is negative, which will tend to
e direction of !φ1 ". The combined effect of these two terms will be to .
t of !φ23 " of the form assumed in Eq.31. The message is that, since
termining the alignment of !φ23 ", the choice of vacuum alignment
t protected, and slightly different dynamical assumptions will lead
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